Challenge

1. The current communication command methods have limited use, low confidentiality and small coverage;
2. The scene and the command center cannot communicate with each other, and video images cannot be transmitted and saved;
3. Unable to locate and difficult to manage.

Introduction

In response to this customer’s development problem, Emdoor Info recommended a rugged tablet--EM-I16H. Achieve multiple functions such as unified platform, unified communication and unified command. The efficiency and management level of the customs anti-smuggling department have been improved, which has played a positive role in stepping up efforts to crack down on smuggling crimes.
**Advantage**

1. Use GPS, 4G technology, audio and video processing technology to monitor and manage enforcement personnel;
2. Transfer the images of the scene and surroundings to the center to help the center understand the real situation, make scientific dispatch, and accurately direct;
3. Query, manage and maintain basic data, including HR, material and equipment resources, vehicles and ships, laws and cases, documents, etc.

**Optional Accessories**

- Docking Charger
- Hand-strap

**Specifications**

- Windows
- IP65
- GPS
- RFID
- 4G
- Fingerprint